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We studied frequency-dependent spike broadening in the 
two electrically coupled R20 neurons in the abdominal gan- 
glion of Aplysia. The peptidergic R20 cells excite the R25/ 
L25 interneurons (which trigger respiratory pumping) and 
inhibit the RB cells. When fired at l-10 Hz, the duration of 
the falling phase of the action potential in R20 neurons in- 
creases 2-lo-fold during a spike train. 

Spike broadening recorded from the somata of the R20 
cells affected synaptic transmission to nearby follower 
cells. Chemically mediated synaptic output was reduced by 
approximately 50% when recorded trains of nonbroadened 
action potentials were used as command signals for a volt- 
age-clamped R20 cell. Electrotonic EPSPs between the R20 
cells, which normally facilitated by two- to fourfold during 
a high frequency spike train, showed no facilitation when 
spike broadening was prevented under voltage-clamp con- 
trol. 

To examine the mechanism of frequency-dependent 
spike broadening, we applied two-electrode voltage-clamp 
and pharmacological techniques to the somata of R20 
cells. Several voltage-gated ionic currents were isolated, 
including 1, a multicomponent Ica, and three K+ currents- 
a high threshold, fast transient A-type K+ current (I,,,,,,), a 
delayed rectifier K+ current (/,.,), and a Ca*+-sensitive K+ 
current (I,-,,), made up of two components. The influences 
of different currents on spike broadening were determined 
by using the recorded train of gradually broadening action 
potentials as the command for the voltage clamp. We found 
the following. (1) IAd.po, is the major outward current that 
contributes to repolarization of nonbroadened spikes. It un- 
dergoes pronounced cumulative inactivation that is a crit- 
ical determinant of spike broadening. (2) Activity-depen- 
dent changes in I,.,, IKaCa, and I,, have complex effects on 
the kinetics and extent of broadening. (3) The time integral 
of I,, during individual action potentials increases approx- 
imately threefold during spike broadening. 
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The phenomenon of spike broadening is of fundamental impor- 
tance to neuronal functioning for three reasons. First, an increase 
in spike duration may increase the probability of conduction at 
regions of low safety margin for conduction (Westerfield et al., 
1978). Second, the low-pass filtering properties of electrical syn- 
apses make them sensitive to presynaptic spike duration (Ben- 
nett, 1966). Third, an increase in presynaptic action potential 
duration may increase Ca 2+ influx through voltage-gated ion 
channels (Augustine, 1990), and the resultant increase in cyto- 
plasmic free Ca2+ ([Caz+],) may in turn regulate various cellular 
processes (Clapham, 1995), including neurotransmitter release 
(Zucker, 1993). 

The effects of spike broadening on Ca2+ influx and on trans- 
mitter release have been widely studied. A positive correlation 
has been found between spike width and release in a variety of 
preparations (e.g., Mudge et al., 1979; Gillette et al., 1980; 
Coates and Bulloch, 1985; Lin and Faber, 1988). In several prep- 
arations, spike broadening has been correlated with a rise in 
intracellular Ca2+ and an increase in transmitter release (Katz 
and Miledi, 1967; Augustine, 1990; Bourque, 1991; Jackson et 
al., 1991; Eliot et al., 1993). However, prolonged action poten- 
tials are not always associated with greater Ca*+ influx or en- 
hanced transmitter release (Smith and Zucker, 1980; Spencer et 
al., 1989). Thus, the effects of spike broadening on Ca2+ influx 
and on transmitter release are diverse. 

Frequency-dependent spike broadening, defined as an endog- 
enously generated increase in spike duration that increases as a 
function of firing rate, is unusually pronounced in the somata of 
the two R20 neurons in the abdominal ganglion of Aplysia. 
These twin R20 cells, which are electrically coupled to each 
other, appear to be identical in all of their anatomical and func- 
tional properties. They contain the neuropeptides SCP, and 
SCP, and are thought to be peptidergic. Some of their postsyn- 
aptic follower cells, such as the R25 and the RB cell clusters, 
are located quite close to the R20 cells (Alevizos et al., 1989), 
and transmitter release by the R20 cell output terminals can be 
affected by changes in action potential shape generated in the 
soma (see below). Thus, the connections of the R20 cells to RB 
cells and to R25 cells provide an excellent system with which 
to study the role of frequency-dependent spike broadening in 
modulating both Caz+ influx and synaptic transmission, as well 
as the mechanisms of spike broadening. 

A major goal of this study was to address the general question 
of how the unique mixture of different types of membrane ion 
channels expressed in a given type of neuron combine to endow 
that neuron with unique functional properties. We used selective 
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pharmacological blockers to isolate various ionic currents in the 
R20 cells. This conventional approach was combined with a 
method in which the command to the voltage-clamp circuit con- 
sisted of the waveforms of endogenously generated action po- 
tentials recorded separately under current clamp. In this way we 
were able to test the effects of frequency-dependent spike broad- 
ening on chemical and electrical synaptic transmission, record 
the Ca2+ current (I,,) from the presynaptic cells during the action 
potential train, and determine the ionic mechanisms of spike 
broadening in the same preparation. Although the changes in 
ionic currents underlying frequency-dependent broadening of 
spikes were recorded from the somata of R20 cells, the results 
are consistent with the hypothesis that similar processes may 
occur at or near their presynaptic terminals. 

We found that a current called IA,+,, plays a critical role in 
spike broadening in these neurons. IAdepo,, which is a fast tran- 
sient, A-type K+ current, has two key distinguishing properties: 
it is activated and inactivated at more depolarized potentials and 
it is more easily blocked by 4-aminopyridine (4-AP) than other 
A currents in Aplysia (Furukawa et al., 1992). The gene encod- 
ing the channel that conducts ZAdepo,, (AKVl. la), has been cloned 
recently by Pfaffinger et al. (1991). Kaang et al. (1992) showed 
that expressing high levels of the ZAdepo, channel in a neuron that 
normally does not express it causes a decrease in transmitter 
release by shortening spike duration. The functional significance 
of the endogenous expression of this current had not been de- 
termined, however. We found that in the R20 neurons, cumula- 
tive inactivation of ZAdepo, during a spike train is essential for 
frequency-dependent spike broadening. Other currents that 
change secondarily, affecting the kinetics and maximum extent 
of broadening, include Ca*+ current (I,,), a Caz+-sensitive po- 
tassium current (I&, and a delayed rectifier current (ZK.v). The 
broadening that occurs during a spike train enhances both elec- 
trical and chemical synaptic transmission, and is accompanied 
by an increase in the time integral of Z,, in the presynaptic R20 
cell. 

Materials and Methods 

Preparations. Specimens of Aplysia californica weighing from 50-350 
gm were supplied by Marinus (Long Beach, CA). Animals were main- 
tained in an aquarium of artificial sea water (ASW) at 15°C before use. 
Each animal was anesthetized by injection with isotonic MgCl, before 
the abdominal ganglion was dissected out. It was bathed in ASW con- 
taining 0.5% glutaraldehyde for 45 set before desheathing to reduce the 
contraction of the sheath during recording. In some preparations, the 
distal genital or branchial nerve was dissected out as far as 2-5 cm 
from the ganglion in order to record the action potential in R20’s axon 
with an extracellular electrode. The ganglion was pinned to the elas- 
tomer (Sylgard, Dow-Corning) bottom of an experimental chamber with 
a volume of 0.5 ml, which was filled with ASW. The chamber was 
maintained at 15-17°C by using a cooling plate, except as described 
below. The R20 cells, R15 and the RB cells were identified as described 
previously (Frazier et al., 1967; Alevizos et al., 1989). Four methods 
were used to improve the space clamp of the somata of these cells: (1) 
the main axon branches were truncated by cutting the branchial nerve 
and the commissure between the two hemi-ganglia very short; or (2) 
the proximal axon of R20 was ligated with a fine thread; (3) in some 
experiments (see Fig. 50) in which rapidly activating sodium difference 
currents were recorded, the current was slowed by cooling the prepa- 
ration to 10°C; (4) in most experiments in which individual currents 
were measured by using blocking drugs to isolate difference currents, 
other nonrelevant currents were preblocked with other compounds, to 
enhance the cell’s length constant. Although these precautions were gen- 
erally adequate, in some cases slight deviations from space clamp were 
revealed by the presence of small, late responses in the current traces, 
presumably arising from proximal axon stumps that were imperfectly 

clamped. These small deviations from space clamp are unlikely to affect 
the conclusions drawn from the data. 

Electrophysiology. The R20 cells were voltage clamped by a con- 
ventional two-microelectrode method, using an Axoclamp-2A (Axon 
Instruments Inc., Foster City, CA). The voltage-recording electrode was 
filled with 2 M KC1 and the current-passing electrode contained 2 M 

potassium acetate. In some experiments, a third electrode, filled with 2 
M KCl, was used to record intracellularly from RB cells. In a few prep- 
arations, an extracellular electrode cuff was used to record en passant 
from the genital or branchial nerve (Alevizos et al., 1991). All voltage 
signals from intracellular or extracellular electrodes were recorded with 
a digital tape recorder (PCM Data Recorder, A. R. Vetter Co., Rebers- 
burg, PA), which has a sampling rate of 22 kHz per channel. Voltage 
and current data from voltage-clamp experiments were acquired and 
analyzed using a Tangent 486 computer and PCLAMP 6.0.2 software 
(Axon Instruments Inc.) with a sampling rate of 20 kHz for each chan- 
nel. The current traces were filtered by a single pole low pass RC filter 
at either 500 Hz or, in one case, 1 KHz (see Fig. 6 caption). Series 
resistance, which fell in the range of 6-10 kQ was not compensated. 
We used 7-8 Hz stimulation in most experiments, to maximize the 
speed of spike broadening. 

Conventional rectangular voltage pulses, combined with pharmaco- 
logical blockers, were used to identify the major voltage-gated currents 
in the R20 cells. To identifv how individual currents change during an 
action potential train, we used recorded action potentials as the com- 
mand for the voltage clamp. This method has been described by others 
(e.g., Starzak and Starzak, 1978; Llinas et al., 1982; Gola et al., 1986; 
Scroggs and Fox, 1992). In short, under current clamp we tape-recorded 
a train of gradually broadening action potentials with the ganglion 
bathed in normal ASW. The spikes were evoked by the injection of a 
train of brief stimulating current pulses. We also recorded a train of 
trigger pulses synchronized to the current pulses. Then, with the cell 
voltage-clamped, the two trains were played back simultaneously: the 
action potential train as the command signal for the voltage clamp and 
the trigger pulses for initiating episodes of data acquisition for the mem- 
brane current and voltage recordings. In each experiment, the action 
potential train used as the command was recorded from the same cell 
that was later voltage clamped. In normal ASW the total membrane 
current flowing through the clamp circuit during an action potential 
command (control current) should be null, except for the stimulating 
current pulses; all the remaining current required to change the charge 
on the membrane capacitance flows through the voltage-gated mem- 
brane ion channels that gave rise to the orignal action potential (Starzak 
and Starzak, 1978). Data selected for analysis were limited to prepa- 
rations in which this criterion was met with only minor deviations. 
When the command was repeated after adding a specific channel block- 
er to the bath, a net current was generated by the clamp during the 
command. The difference currents obtained by subtracting the currents 
with blocker from the control currents gave the waveforms of the spe- 
cific currents that contributed to action potential generation in current- 
clamp mode. 

In experiments to determine the effect of spike broadening on syn- 
aptic transmission, the entire action potential train initiated in current- 
clamp mode was digitized and recorded on disk as well as on tape. 
Then, in voltage-clamp mode, the recorded spikes were used to generate 
two alternative versions of a spike train that were used to drive the R20 
cell. Either (1) the entire train of gradually broadening spikes, played 
back directly off the tape, was used as the command for the clamp, or 
(2) the nonbroadened, first spike in the train, from the version stored 
on disk, was played back repeatedly to generate an artificial spike train 
as the command. The holding potential between spikes was the same 
as the cell’s resting potential. 

Pharmacology. The following compounds were used to block various 
currents: tetrodotoxin (‘I-IX) (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA), purified 
charybdotoxin (ChTX) (Alomone Labs, Jerusalem, Israel), synthetic 
ChTX (LC Laboratories, Woburn, MA), crude ChTX from Leiurus q. 
hebraeus (Accurate Chemical Corp, Westbury, NY), kaliotoxin (KTX) 
(Accurate Chemical Corp.), 1,2-bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N:N’- 
tetracetic acid (BAPTA) tetrapotassium salt (Molecular Probes Inc., Eu- 
gene, OR), w-agatoxin IVa (w-Aga IVa) (Pfizer Research Inc., Groton, 
CT), CdCl,, nifedipine, potassium ethyleneglycol-bis-(B-aminoethyl 
ether) N,N’-tetra-acetic acid (EGTA), 4-aminopyridine (4-AP), tetraeth- 
ylammonium chloride (TEA), and w-conotoxin GVIA (o-CgTX) (Sig- 
ma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO). 

In most experiments, a compound was applied by injecting a con- 
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Figure 1. Action potentials recorded 
from the soma of an R20 cell exhibit 
pronounced frequency-dependent broad- 
ening. In current-clamp mode, 60 action 
potentials were evoked bv iniecting 
brief depolarizing current p&es into thi 
soma of an R20 cell at different fre- 
quencies. Every other spike is shown 
here. The arrows indicate the last spike 
during each train. The resting potential 
was -45 mV. 

centrated bolus into the recording chamber directly by pipette. To block 
I K-CS EGTA or BAPTA was iontophoresed into cells from a third elec- 
trode filled with 0.1 M EGTA (pH = 7.2) or 0.2 M BAPTA with the 
cell under voltage clamp (Crest and Gola, 1993). 

The composition of ASW was as follows (in mu): 460 NaCl, 10 KCl, 
11 CaCl,, 55 MgCl,, 2.5 NaHCO,, 10 Tiis(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane 
and Tris hydrochloride (Tris, pH = 7.6). BaZ+-ASW, used for enhancing 
currents through Ca*+ channels in some experiments, contained 450 
TEACl, 10 KCI, 11 BaCl,, 55 MgCl,, 10 4-Ap 10 Tris. 

Results 
R20 cells undergo pronounced frequency-dependent spike 
broadening 
The R20 neurons, which are normally silent, exhibit pronounced 
spike broadening when fired repetitively by sustained depolar- 
ization or by brief current pulses injected into the soma. The 
frequency-dependent spike broadening of one R20 cell is shown 
in Figure 1, from an experiment in which 60 brief current pulses 
at different frequencies were injected into the soma. With the 
cell stimulated at 4 Hz, the duration of the evoked action poten- 
tial, defined as the time from the peak to the mid-point of the 

I 40 mV 

20 ms 

falling phase, increased from 5 msec for the first spike to a 
maximum of 40 msec. Late in the train, spike width decreased 
slightly. As frequency was increased beyond 4 Hz, the extent of 
spike broadening decreased. For example, the duration of action 
potentials increased to a maximum of only 32 msec at 8 Hz. A 
second effect of increasing frequency was that less spikes were 
required to reach maximum broadening. For example, it took 
50, 42, and 40 spikes to reach the maximum broadening at 4, 
6, and 8 Hz, respectively. At 2 or 3 Hz, maximum broadening 
was not reached at the end of the 60 spike train. Prolonging the 
train produced further broadening, though not as much as when 
the cell fired at 4 Hz (data not shown). For most R20 cells, the 
maximum broadening typically occurred in the spike frequency 
range of 4-6 Hz. Similar broadening was observed in R20 so- 
mata that had been tied off at the proximal axon and also in 
R20 neurons in dissociated cell culture (unpublished results), 
suggesting that the broadening is caused not by autaptic or poly- 
synaptic release of transmitters such as SCP, but rather by in- 
trinsic, activity-dependent changes in voltage-gated ion chan- 
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Figure 2. Action potentials recorded from an R20 cell’s axon in a 
peripheral nerve do not exhibit frequency-dependent broadening. A de- 
polarizing DC pulse (+20 nA, 10 set) was injected into the soma of 
an R20 cell. The action potentials from the branchial nerve (A) and the 
R20 soma (B) were recorded simultaneously. The average frequency of 
spikes during the train was 2.5 Hz. The resting potential was -50 mV. 

nels. Action potentials recorded from R20 axons in either the 
distal genital or branchial nerve (14 cm from the ganglia) failed 
to show spike broadening in five experiments (Fig. 2). 

Spike broadening enhances synaptic transmission 

There are several postsynaptic followers of the R20 cells in the 
abdominal ganglion that are possible candidates for studying the 
effects of action potential broadening on transmitter release (Al- 
evizos et al., 1989). The R20 cells excite the R25 and L25 in- 
terneuron clusters. The cells in these two clusters form an in- 
terconnected network which triggers respiratory pumping by fir- 
ing an all-or-none, network-wide burst (Byrne, 1983; Koester, 
1989). The R20 cells also inhibit the RB cells. The possible 
effect of spike broadening in R20 cells on synaptic transmitter 
release was tested by using RB cells as the follower cells for 
two reasons. The RB somata are close to those of the R20 cells, 
so spike broadening recorded from an R20 soma may be able 
to influence presynaptic events. In addition, the RB cells receive 
stereotyped slow, biphasic synaptic potentials each time the R25l 
L25 network bursts (Koester, 1989). Thus, an RB cell can pro- 
vide a read-out of the effect of an R20 cell on the frequency of 
R25/L25 bursts, as well as the direct inhibitory input it receives 
from the R20 neuron. 

To examine the effect of spike broadening on transmitter re- 
lease, a train of gradually broadening action potentials (7 Hz, 
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10 set) of an R20 cell was recorded in current-clamp mode. 
Then the R20 cell was voltage clamped and the entire recorded 
train of broadening spikes was played back as the command to 
the voltage clamp (Fig. 3AZ). The synaptic output of the R20 
cell produced in this way in a postsynaptic RB cell or in the 
R25/L25 cells was the same as that produced under current 
clamp. However, synaptic output was decreased when, on alter- 
nate trials, the command to the voltage-clamped R20 cell con- 
sisted of a train of computer-generated nonbroadened spikes 
(Fig. 3A2), created by playing back the first nonbroadened spike 
of a train repetitively at the same frequency (7 Hz) and for the 
same duration (10 set) as the original train under current clamp. 
In the experiment illustrated in Figure 3A, the train of broad- 
ening spikes produced a longer duration inhibition of the RB 
cell, more R25/L25 bursts, and a shorter latency to the first R25/ 
L25 burst, than did the train of nonbroadened spikes. Figure 3B 
shows the averaged group data obtained using this experimental 
protocol. In total, the outputs produced by 32 trains of broad- 
ening spikes and 32 trains of nonbroadened spikes were mea- 
sured in six animals. The data for each of the two conditions 
were averaged for each animal, and then normalized to the av- 
erage effects produced by the trains of broadening spikes in that 
animal. Then the averaged data from each of the six animals 
were combined to give the group data shown in Figure 3B. Pre- 
venting the spikes of the R20 cells from broadening caused a 
60% decrease in synaptic output compared to that which occurs 
with normal spike broadening, when the duration of inhibition 
of RB cells was used as a criterion for synaptic strength, and a 
49% decrease when the number of elicited R25/L25 bursts was 
measured. The latency to the first R25/L25 burst was increased 
by 143% when spike broadening was prevented. All three dif- 
ferences were statistically significant. 

A possible explanation for the increase in synaptic output 
when spikes are allowed to broaden is the gradual change in 
interspike membrane potential. The hyperpolarizing afterpoten- 
tials that follow the spike gradually decrement throughout the 
spike train when broadening is allowed to occur normally. This 
is equivalent to a gradual depolarizing shift in resting potential. 
Shapiro et al. (1980) and Edmonds et al. (1990) have shown that 
in other neurons in Aplysia a change in resting potential can 
enhance transmitter release by increasing resting Ca2+ influx. To 
test whether such a phenomenon could contribute to the en- 
hanced transmission that occurs when broadening is allowed to 
develop, we measured synaptic output caused by trains of either 
broadened or nonbroadened spikes at different holding poten- 
tials, from -60 to -40 mV, which includes the full range of 
potentials covered by hyperpolarizing afterpotentials in R20 
cells. No significant difference in synaptic efficacy was noted 
over this range of holding potentials. Thus, the increase in spike 
duration per se appears to be important for the enhanced trans- 
mitter release. 

The effect of spike broadening in one R20 cell on electrical 
transmission to the other R20 cell was also tested, again by using 
different types of spike trains as the command (Fig. 4). An 18 
set, 4 Hz train of gradually broadening action potentials was 
evoked by injecting brief current pulses into the soma of one of 
the two R20 cells (R20,) in current clamp mode. The electro- 
tonic EPSPs recorded from the other R20 cell (R20,), which 
was hyperpolarized to prevent spiking, showed an increase in 
amplitude and duration when the entire train was sent as a com- 
mand to the voltage-clamped R20,. Facilitation occurred even 
though the amplitudes of the presynaptic action potentials de- 
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Figure 3. Frequency-dependent spike broadening of R20 cells en- 
hances their transmitter release. A, Different intensities and durations 
of synaptic actions were produced in an RB cell when an R20 cell was 
fired in either a train of broadening spikes (AI) or a train of brief, 
constant duration spikes (A2). First, a train of broadening spikes, which 
was evoked by injecting 70 brief depolarizing current pulses (at 7 Hz) 
into the soma of the R20 cell, was recorded in current-clamp mode. 
Then the recorded spike waveforms were used to generate two kinds 
of commands that were sent to the voltage-clamped R20: AI, the entire 
tram of broadening spikes was the command, or A2, the first spike in 
the train was played back repetitively, also at 7 Hz for 10 set, to gen- 
erate a train of brief, nonbroadened spikes as the command. The insets 
show the first and last spikes in each train. The dots indicate the oc- 
currence of bursts in the network of R25/L25 intemeurons, monitored 
by its conjoint excitatory/inhibitory input to the RB cell. The holding 
potential of the R20 cell was -40 mV. B, Averaged group data (N = 
6), using the protocol illustrated in A, shows that preventing spike 
broadening reduces the effectiveness of chemical transmission. The dif- 
ferences were significantly different (two-tailed t test). The data from 
each animal were normalized to the effects produced by the trains of 
broadening spikes. BI, The duration of inhibition of RB cells was 40% 
of control (+7%, p < 0.001) when the trams of nonbroadened spikes 
were used as the command to the voltage-clamped R20 cells (control 
was 55.3t 11.6 set). Duration was defined as the time from the begin- 
ning of R20 stimulation until the the next spike in the RB follwer cell. 
B2. The number of elicited R25/L25 bursts was 51% of control (?2%. 
p < 0.001) when the trains of nonbroadened spikes were used. [control 
was (2.65 t 0.27)/3 min]. B3, The latency to the first R25L25 burst 
was 243% of control (+32%, p < 0.001) when the trains of nonbroad- 
ened spikes were used (control was 9.7 +- 0.8 set). The error bars and 
tvalues stand for the SEMs. 
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Figure 4. Frequency-dependent spike broadening enhances electrical 
coupling between R20 cells. A train of gradually broadening action 
potentials that was elicited by injecting 74 brief, depolarizing current 
pulses into the soma of R20, at 4 Hz was recorded. Then two kinds of 
commands, broadening spikes in A and nonbroadened spikes in B, were 
sent to the voltage-clamped R20,. These clamp-driven spikes and the 
electrotonic PSPs they generated in R20, are shown here. Al, When 
the whole train of gradually broadening spikes was sent as the command 
to the voltage-clamped R20,, the electrotonic PSPs facilitated strongly. 
The first and last spikes and the corresponding EPSPs, marked by ar- 
rows, are shown on an expanded time scale in A2. A2, The fivefold 
broadening of spikes in the presynaptic cell increases both the amplitude 
and duration of the postsynaptic electrotonic EPSPs. Bl, The first spike 
in the train was played back 74 times at 4 Hz as the tram of nonbroad- 
ened spikes to the voltage-clamped R20,. B2, The first and the last 
spikes (indicated by arrows) during the train of nonbroadened spikes 
produced similar electrotonic PSPs in R20,. The holding potential of 
R20, was -40 mV and that of R20, was - 58 mV. 

creased slightly (Fig. 4A). The peak of the EPSP produced by 
the last broadened spike was increased by 115% [58% (SEM), 
N = 31 when compared to that produced by the first, nonbroad- 
ened spike. The net depolarization, expressed as the area under 
the EPSP was increased by 328% (+21%). In contrast, when 
the first (nonbroadened) spike was sent repeatedly as a command 
to the voltage-clamped R20, (also at 4 Hz for 18 set), the elec- 
trotonic EPSPs in R20, did not facilitate (Fig. 4B). 

Changes in several currents determine the pattern of spike 
broadening 

The R20 cells have five major types of voltage-gated channels. 
Our first step toward understanding the mechanisms of spike 
broadening was to pharmacologically separate the different ion 
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Figure 5. Five voltage-gated ionic currents were isolated in R20 cells 
by using two-electrode voltage clamp and pharmacological methods. 
The same voltage-step protocols were performed before and after ap- 
plication of a specific channel blocker. Subtracting the set of currents 
recorded with the blocker from those recorded without the blocker gave 
a set of difference currents that could be attributed to a specific channel 
type. A, ZK.cal was isolated by injecting BAPTA intracellularly (-30 nA, 
10 min) through a third electrode after 60 J1M TTX had been added to 
block I,,. The holding potential was -80 mV and the test pulses were 
from -40 to +lOO mV. B, IK.” was isolated by adding 40 mM TEA 
after I,, and IK.c. had been blocked by 2 mu CdCl,. The holding po- 
tential was -80 mV and the test pulses were from -40 to +50 mV. C, 
I Adepo, was isolated by adding 1 mu 4-AP to the bath after 60 FM TTX, 
50 mu TEA, and 2 mu CdCl, had been added to block other currents. 
The holding potential was -50 mV, and the test pulses were from -40 
to f30 mV. D, Z,, was isolated by adding 60 FM ‘ITX after K+ currents 
had been blocked with 80 mu TEA and 10 mu 4-AF? The holding 
potential was -80 mV and test pulses were from -40 to +40 mV. This 
experiment was performed at 10°C in order to improve space-clamp 
conditions by slowing down I,,. E, Current flow through Caz+ channels 
was isolated by adding 2 mu CdCl, to TEA/4-AP/Ba2+-ASW. The hold- 
ing potential was -80 mV and the test pulses were from -70 to f40 
mV. Voltage steps were in 10 mV increments for all traces (A-E). 

currents in the R20 cells by using a conventional voltage-clamp 
protocol. Representative results from experiments with 62 R20 
cells are shown in Figure 5. 

R20 cells contain three K+ currents: Ca2+-sensitive K+ current 
(I&, delayed rectifier current (ZK.“), and a high threshold tran- 
sient K+ current (ZAdepo, ). In an effort to isolate ZK-ca, charybdo- 
toxin (either purified, synthetic, or a crude preparation) was used 
in various experiments. Partially purified charybdotoxin (ChTX) 
had previously been described to block ZK.Ca in neuron R15 of 
Aplysia (Herman and Erxleben, 1987). None of the forms of 
ChTX we tried inhibited ZKmCa, either in R15 or in the R20 cells, 
at concentrations up to 400 no. Kaliotoxin, a peptide that blocks 
Z K.Ca in Helix neurons (Crest et al., 1992), also was ineffective 

in Aplysia R20 cells, at concentrations up to 500 nM. We were 
able to isolate ZK.Ca by iontophoresing the Ca2+ buffers EGTA or 
BAPTA intracellularly (Fig. 5A). Blockade of ZK.Ca was judged 
to be complete when further injection of EGTA or BAPTA did 
not cause additional changes in net current. The resulting dif- 
ference currents revealed an I,.,, with a biphasic waveform, sug- 
gesting that R20 generates at least two temporal components of 
Zrc.c. (Fig. 5A). The two kinetic phases of ZK.,-* (see Figs. 5A, 9) 
may result from two different types of channels (Deitmer and 
Eckert, 1985; Kehoe, 1985; Walsh and Byrne, 1989), or from 
two populations of the same type of channel that are differen- 
tially segregated with respect to the voltage-gated Ca2+ channels 
(Gola et al., 1990; Crest and Gola, 1993; Gola and Crest, 1993). 

Difference currents generated by using 40-50 mu TEA re- 
vealed the waveforms of Z,., (Fig. 5B). Because these concen- 
trations of TEA also block ZKmCa (Herrman and Gorman, 1981a), 
the cell was pretreated with 2 mu CdCl, to eliminate ZK.Ca by 
blocking Ca2+ influx. Control experiments showed that 40 mM 
TEA blocks approximately 90% of ZK.“, and Furukawa et al. 
(1992) had shown that concentrations of TEA as high as 50 mM 

has no effect on ZAdepo, So by using 40-50 mM TEA, we achieved 
close to complete block of ZKmv while minimizing the possibility 
of nonspecific effects on ZAdepo,. Control experiments showed that 
the Cd2+ used to preblock ZK.Ca completely blocked I,,, and had 
no nonspecific effects on IK.v. 

Three types of A currents have been described by Furukawa 
et al. (1992) in various Aplysia neurons: ZAfaas,, I,,,,,, and IA+“,. 
They observed ZAfas, and Z,,,,, when the membrane potential was 
stepped to potentials more positive than -50 mV from a holding 
potential of - 100 mV, but not from a holding potential of -50 
mV. Thus, they attributed the difference currents generated by 
switching between holding potentials at -100 mV and at -50 
mV to ZAran and ZAslow (Furukawa et al., 1992). In contrast, they 
found that ZAdepo, can be activated from holding potentials as pos- 
itive as -50 mV. Using these variable effects of holding poten- 
tial as a criterion, we found that R20 cells do not generate ZAfast. 
In some cells we detected a small Z,,,,, component that was less 
than 20% of ZAdepo, at a membrane potential where both sets of 
conductances were maximally activated (data not shown). This 
component was not examined further, as it is largely inactivated 
in the range of membrane potentials covered by the spike trains 
used in this study. 

Z Adepo, was found to be the major A current in R20 cells. Like 
the ZAdepol described in other Aplysia neurons, it is highly sensi- 
tive to block by 4-AP and relatively insensitive to TEA (Furu- 
kawa et al., 1992). This latter characteristic helps to distinguish 
Z Adepo, from another rapidly activating outward current that has 
been described in the pleural sensory neurons of Aplysia, ZK,“, 
which is blocked by TEA with an apparent dissociation constant 
of 6-8 mu (Baxter and Byrne, 1989). ZAdepo, was revealed in our 
study by adding 1 mM 4-AP, a dose that had been found by 
Furukawa et al. (1992) to fully block ZAdepo, in other Aplysia 
neurons. In our experiments, 4-AP was given after I,,, I,,, ZKmv, 
and LCa had been blocked by 60 p,M TTX, 2 mM CdCl,, and 
40 mM TEA, to eliminate possible nonspecific effects of 4-AP 
(Fig. 5C). The difference currents isolated in this way had volt- 
age sensitivity and kinetics (Figs. 5C) similar to those of the 
Z Adepo, described in neurons R15 and R2 in Aplysia (Furukawa et 
al., 1992). Given this similarity, plus the fact that Furukawa et 
al. used Na+, Ca*+-free solution to block ZNa and I,,, it is unlikely 
that the Cd2+ and TTX used in our experiments had major non- 
specific effects on ZAdepo,. 
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R20 cells were found to generate both Na+ and Ca*+ inward 
currents. Na+ difference currents were isolated by using a su- 
pramaximal dose (60 pM) of TTX (Geduldig and Gruener, 1970) 
(Fig. 5D). Since Ba*+ was found to be a better carrier of current 
through Ca*+ channels than was Ca*+, we isolated difference 
currents that flow through Ca*+ channels by applying 2 mM Cd*+ 
to cells that had been bathed in TEA/4-AP/Ba*+-ASW (see Ma- 
terials and Methods), which blocked I,,, as well as the voltage- 
gated K+ channels (Fig. 5E). This concentration of CdZ+ fully 
blocked I,,, as judged by the fact that all time-dependent cur- 
rents were eliminated after adding Cd*+ to the preblocking so- 
lution. The Cd*+ difference current appears to be made up of 
different subtypes, including L-type (blocked by 10 FM nifedi- 
pine (Edmonds et al., 1990)), N-type (blocked by 10 p,M 

o-CgTX; Trudeau et al., 1993), and P-type (blocked by 2 FM 

o-Aga IVa (Mintz et al., 1992)) (data not shown). We cannot 
rule out possible overlap in specificity of these various blockers 
on different types of Ca*+ channels. However, the effects of 
nifedipine and o-Aga IVa were at least partially additive. More- 
over, w-CgTX has generally been found to be quite selective for 
N-type channels in other preparations (McCleskey, 1994). Thus, 
our results indicate that there may be as many as three subtypes 
of I,,. 

These specific blockers of Ca*+ channels were also used in 
an attempt to determine which species of Ca*+ channels mediate 
the Ca*+ influx that triggers transmitter release. Nifedipine was 
the most effective of such compounds in blocking I,,. We found 
that 10 FM w-conotoxin and 10 FM nifedipine, both of which 
partially block Zca in the somata of R20 cells, failed to reduce 
transmission from the R20 cells to RB cells, while 0.5 mu CdCl, 
blocked transmission at this synapse completely (data not 
shown). These data suggest that some kind(s) of Ca*+ currents 
other than N-type and L-type are responsible for transmitter re- 
lease, or that each individual I,, has a relatively small effect 
(Fossier et al, 1994). The effect of blocking o-Aga IVa sensitive 
I,, on transmitter release was inconsistent in different prepara- 
tions, and so remains a possible candidate for triggering trans- 
mitter release. 

I, inactivates only slightly during spike broadening 

In order to study the contributions of different currents to action 
potential generation and to the shape changes that occur during 
a spike train, we used a method in which the command to the 
voltage clamp is an entire train of gradually broadening spikes. 
Figure 6 shows the raw data from one such experiment. A 7 Hz, 
10 set train of broadening action potentials was tape-recorded 
in current-clamp mode (Fig. 6A). Then the whole train was sent 
to the cell as the command in voltage-clamp mode and the mem- 
brane current was recorded. As expected, membrane current was 
zero under control conditions, except for the pulses that corre- 
spond to the pulses used under current clamp to trigger the 
spikes (Fig. 6B). Figure 6C shows the membrane currents re- 
corded after adding 60 PM TTX to the bath to block I,,. The 
TTX difference currents (trace B - trace C) revealed the wave- 
form of I,, during each spike in the train (Fig. 6D). The nor- 
malized peaks of I,,, time integrals of these traces, and the du- 
rations of the spikes during the spike train are plotted in Figure 
6E. An interesting feature of ZNa was that its duration did not 
change as successive spike widths increased (N = 6). The peaks 
of ZNa did show a slight cumulative inactivation, so there was 
slightly less ZNa during later spikes in the train. Because of its 
rapid kinetics of inactivation, ZNa does not contribute directly to 
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Figure 6. I,, inactivates slightly during a train of broadening spikes. 
A, An action potential train (7 Hz, 10 set) was evoked by injecting 
brief depolarizing current pulses into the soma of the R20 cell in normal 
ASW. Every other trace is shown here and in subsequent figures that 
use this protocol. B, The current recorded when the entire train of spikes 
was sent to the voltage-clamped R20 cell in normal ASW had the wave- 
form and amplitude of the stimulating current pulse. C, The same pro- 
tocol as in B was repeated after 60 pM TTX had been added to the 
bath to block INa. D, Difference currents for 60 pM TTX were obtained 
by subtracting currents in C from currents in B, revealing the contri- 
bution of Z,, to the action potentials in the train. The holding potential 
was -50 mV. E, Peaks of I,,, time integrals of I,,, and durations of 
spikes, normalized to their maximum values, are plotted against spike 
number. 

spike broadening. It may have a small, indirect influence 
changes in spike width, because the gradual decline in Z,, am- 
plitude contributes to a gradual decrease in spike amplitude and 
rate of rise, which could have a modest effect on the activation 
of other currents. 

Cumulative inactivation of I,d,,u, is correlated with spike 
broadening 

The contribution of IA,+,, to frequency-dependent spike broad- 
ening was determined by using 1 mM 4-AP to generate differ- 
ence currents. We presume these difference currents represent 
pure IA+,,,, uncontaminated by Z,,,,,, for two reasons: (1) the 
holding potential was more positive than -50 mV where ZAslow 
is fully inactivated; and (2) I,,,,, is unaffected by 1 mM 4-AP 
(Furukawa et al., 1992). In our experiments 4-AP was applied 
after 40 mM TEA had been added to reduce the nonspecific 
effects of 4-AP on other currents, such as ZK.Ca and ZK.” (Hermann 
and Gorman, 1981a; Brezina, 1988; Howe and Ritchie, 1991). 
The action potential train recorded in current-clamp mode and 
the corresponding 4-AP difference currents generated in voltage- 
clamp mode demonstrate that steady, cumulative inactivation of 
Z A+,, occurs during the spike train (Fig. 7). By the end of the 
train, ZAdepol transients had decayed almost to zero. Although the 
simplest interpretation is that the gradual decline of ZAdepo, is due 
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Figure 7. Inactivation of IA+,, p arallels frequency-dependent spike 
broadening. A, An action potential train (7 Hz, 9 set) was evoked by 
injecting brief depolarizing current pulses into an R20 cell in normal 
ASW. B, Zapa, was determined by measuring difference currents ob- 
tained following addition of 1 mM 4-AP, after Z,., and Zk.c. had been 
blocked by 40 mu TEA. C, Peaks of I,,,,, time integrals of ZAdepolr and 
durations of spikes, normalized to their maximum values, are plotted 
against spike number. The holding potential was -40 mV. 

to cumulative inactivation of the channels that carry the current, 
two other possible explanations must be considered. 

One possibility is that the apparent cumulative inactivation of 
I Adepo, was actually due to voltage- and state-dependent interac- 
tions between 4-AP and the channel (Hermann and Gorman, 
1981a; Yao and Tseng, 1994). If 4-AP block were to be gradu- 
ally reduced by a series of depolarizing voltage clamp pulses, 
the outward 4-AP difference current would decrease, as we ob- 
served in Figure 7, even with no cumulative IAdepo, inactivation. 
This hypothesis was tested by measuring the inactivation of I,. 
+,, with no 4-AP present. The other voltage-gated channels were 
first blocked, leaving IAdepo, as the only time-dependent current. 
Under these conditions, the pattern of cumulative inactivation of 
I Adepo, was the same as that measured using 4-AP difference cur- 
rents. Moreover, with all voltage-gated channels blocked, re- 
peated high frequency depolarizing pulses generated only leak- 
age and capacitive currents, with no sign of activity-dependent 
relief of 4-AP (or TEA) block. 

A second possible explanation for the decrease in IAdepo, during 
the spike train is the gradual build-up of K+ in a restricted ex- 
tramembranous space, leading to a decreased driving force for 
K+ currents (Eaton, 1972). This type of effect seems unlikely to 
play a major role, when one considers the gradual increases in 
IK.” and IK.ca that occur in parallel with the decrease in IAdepo, (cf. 
Figs. 7-9). These data are consistent with the hypothesis that 
the major cause of decay of IAdepo, is cumulative channel inacti- 
vation. 

I Adepo, is the largest of the three voltage-gated outward currents 
that flow in the R20 cells during non-broadened spikes, which 
are accompanied by peaks of ZAdepo, ranging from 50 nA to 110 
nA (n = 13), peaks of IK.” from 5 to 13 nA (IZ = lo), and peaks 
of La from 4 to 10 nA (n = 7) (see also Fig. 12). The results 
described below suggest that the cumulative inactivation of IA+,, 
is essential for spike broadening to occur. 
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Figure 8. ZK.v first increases and then decreases during a train of 
broadening spikes. A, An action potential train (8 Hz, 8 set) was evoked 
by injecting brief depolarizing current p&es into an R20 cell in normal 
ASW. B, Difference currents corresponding to ZK.” were obtained by 
adding 40 mM TEA, after 2 mM CdCl, had blocked Zo, and ZKmCa, and 
60 PM lTX had blocked I,,. C, Peaks of ZK.,,, time integrals of ZK.“, 
and durations of spikes, normalized to their maximum values, are plot- 
ted against spike number. The holding potential was -45 mV. 

IK.“$rst increases and then decreases during spike broadening 

The contribution of IKmv to the action potentials in a train was 
determined by adding 40 mu TEA after IK.Ca had been blocked 
by 2 mM CdCl,. The resultant TEA difference currents revealed 
the varying contributions of I,., to individual spikes in the train 
(Fig. 8). IK.” during the first spike was relatively small, because 
of the slow activation kinetics of I,.,. But as action potentials 
increased in duration, I,., activated more completely. So the 
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Figure 9. Z,.,, increases throughout a train of broadening spikes. A, 
An action potential train (8 Hz, 8 set) was evoked by injecting brief 
depolarizing current pulses into an R20 cell in normal ASW. B, BAPTA 
difference currents corresponding to ZK.ca were obtained by iontophores- 
ing BAPTA intracellularly through a third electrode (-30 nA, 10 min). 
C, Peaks of Z,.c,, time integrals of Z,.,,, and durations of spikes, nor- 
malized to their maximum values, are plotted against spike number. The 
holding potential was -50 mV 
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Figure IO. The time integral of Caz+ current (I,,) increases during a 
train of broadening spikes. A, An action potential train (7 Hz, 9 set) 
was evoked by injecting brief depolarizing current pulses into an R20 
cell in normal ASW. B, Cd2+ difference currents (I,,) were obtained by 
adding 2 mu CdCl,, after 40 mu TEA, 1 mu 4-Ap, and 60 FM TTX 
had blocked K+ and Na+ currents. C, Peaks of Ze,, time integrals of I,,, 
and durations of spikes, normalized to their maximum values, are plot- 
ted against spike number. The holding potential was -40 mV. 

peaks and the time integrals of Z,., increased gradually from 
spike to spike and resisted spike broadening at the beginning of 
the spike train. Then the peaks began to decrease after about 20 
spikes, due to slow, cumulative inactivation. When a 2 set step 
was given to +40 mV in voltage-clamp mode, we observed 
inactivation of Ix-V with a time constant of about 1.2 set (data 
not shown). Gradual build-up of this slow inactivation presum- 
ably contributed to spike broadening during the latter part of the 
spike train. In addition, preliminary experiments indicate that 
brief depolarizing steps are more effective in inactivating Zkev 
than is a long step of duration equivalent to that of the sum of 
the short steps. A similar phenomenon, attributed to state-de- 
pendent inactivation, has been described previously for delayed 
rectifier currents in the mollusc Dorid (Aldrich, 1981) and in 
K+ channels whose genes were cloned from rat brains (Marom 
and Levitan, 1994). 

I,., increases in two phases during spike broadening 

The contribution of ZK-ca to spike broadening was determined by 
iontophoresing BAPTA into the cell. The resulting BAPTA dif- 
ference current was small during the nonbroadened spikes and 
its peak and time integral increased, except for a transient dip 
in the peak, throughout the spike train (Fig. 9). The gradual 
increase in Z K.Ca quite likely is a major factor causing the duration 
of spikes to decrease after reaching their maximum value late in 
the train (see also Fig. 1). It may also contribute to the decrease 
in maximum spike broadening observed at higher spike fre- 
quencies (Fig. 1). 

A. possible explanation for the apparent increase in Zkeca 
throughout the spike train is that injection of BAPTA, by de- 
creasing the build-up of [Caz+],, reduces Ca2+-dependent inac- 
tivation of I,, during the train (Eckert and Tillotson, 1981). In 
that case, the apparent increase in outward difference current 
attributed to facilitation of Zkca pre-BAPTA could actually be 
caused by an increase in I,, post-BAPTA. Three lines of evi- 
dence argue against such a possibility. First, the inactivation rate 
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Figure Il. L-‘type Zc, does not facilitate during a train of broadening 
spikes. A, An action potential train (8 Hz, 8 set) was evoked by in- 
jecting brief depolarizing current pulses into an R20 cell in normal 
ASW. B, Nifedipine difference currents, corresponding to L-type Z,,, 
were obtained by addition of 10 FM nifedipine, after 80 mu TEA and 
2 rn~ 4-AP had blocked most of the K+ currents. C, Peaks of L-type 
Ca*+ currents, time integrals of L-type Ca*+ currents, and durations of 
spikes, normalized to their maximum values, are plotted against spike 
number. The holding potential was -45 mV. 

of current through the Ca2+ channels in the R20 cells did not 
increase when Ca2+ instead of Ba2+ was used as the current 
carrier. Second, applying a low dose of TEA (3 m@, which 
blocks more than 80% of ZK-ca in R20 cells without affecting 
other currents significantly, resulted in a difference current that 
exhibited facilitation during a train of broadening spikes similar 
to that observed for the BAPTA difference currents (data not 
shown). Third, after ZK-Ca had been blocked by 40 mu TEA, 
BAPTA injection did not cause an increase in inward current 
flow in response to a spike train command in voltage-clamp 
mode. These results are consistent with the conclusion that BAP- 
TA difference currents accurately represent ZK-ca. 

I, is prolonged during spike broadening 

Zc. was monitored during the action potential train by adding 2 
mrvr CdCl, to obtain Cd2+ difference currents, after first blocking 
Z K.Ca and Zkev with TEA, ZAdepO, with 4-AP, and ZNa with TTX. In 
some experiments, the peaks of Zc, increased slightly as spike 
width increased early in the train. In other preparations, Z,, was 
relatively constant at the beginning of the train (Fig. 10). These 
variations most likely arose from minor differences in shape of 
the early part of the spike. Later in the train, I,, decreased by 
about 30-40% of its peak value during the train (Fig. 10). This 
progressive decrement of I,, may be due to two factors: the 
cumulative inactivation of Ca*+ channels and the decreased driv- 
ing forces caused by the prolonged falling phases of successive 
spikes. Since the peaks of I,, occurred a bit later than the peaks 
of action potentials, the broadened spikes tended to provide less 
driving force than the nonbroadened ones at the time when peak 
I,, occurs. This interpretation is supported by the fact that in 
cases where the spike shape resulted in a double peak of Z,, 
(e.g., Fig. 1 l), the decrease in I,, from spike-to-spike was greater 
for the second peak, which corresponds to the region of greater 
variability in membrane potential. 

The waveform of I,, was somewhat variable, as it was quite 
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Figure 12. Except for I,,,,,, the major changes in current amplitude 
that occur during a spike train are blocked when spike broadening is 
prevented in voltage-clamp mode. A-C, Waveforms of ZK+, recorded 
from an R20 cell during a train of either broadening or nonbroadening 
spikes, are compared. Al, An action potential train (7 Hz, 9 set) was 
evoked by injecting brief depolarizing current pulses into an R20 cell 
in liormal ASW in current-clamp mode. A2, ZK.” currents that flow when 
the recorded train of broadening spikes is used as the command were 
measured by recording TEA difference currents; they were obtained by 
adding 40 mu TEA after 2 mu CdCl, had blocked I,, and ZK.ca, and 60 
PM TTX had blocked INa. BI, A train of nonbroadened spikes, generated 
by playing back the first spike during the train in AI at 7 Hz for 9 set, 
was sent to the voltage-clamped R20 cell as command. B2, ZK.” (TEA 
difference currents) generated by the artificial spike train in BZ. The 
holding potential was -50 mV. C, The peaks of ZK.” generated during 
the trains of broadening spikes and nonbroadening spikes are plotted 
against spike number. D, The major current types were measured se- 
quentially in a single R20 cell in response to commands consisting of 
either trains of broadening or nonbroadening spikes (both at 7 Hz, 10 
set) used as the command. (protocol illustrated in A-C used on a dif- 
fen&t preparation): INS (mdifference current) was measured by ap- 
nlving 60 LLM TTX: I,-,. (EGTA difference current) was measured by 
Io&ophore&ng EG?Ai&cellularly (-30 nA, 10 An); I,., (TEA dif- 
ference current) was measured by applying 40 mu TEA; ZAdepol (4-AP 
difference current) was measured by applying 1 mu 4-AP; Zc. (CdZ+ 
difference current) was measured by applying 2 mu CdCl,. The peaks 
of each current during the nonbroadenkh spikes are plotted against the 
suike number (cf. Figs. 6-10). The holding uotential was -50 mV. 
Gmilar results were &tained from four R26&lls. 

sensitive to the shape of the rising phase of the action potential. 
Thus, in some cases I,, had two peaks, one on the rising and 
one on the falling phase of the spike (cf. Fig. 11). The notch 
between peaks has been attributed to a transient decrease in driv- 
ing force as the spike nears its peak (Crest and Gala, 1993). 
Regardless of the precise shapes of the I,-, traces, their time 
integrals increased on the average by 203% during the train 
(_+31%, N = S), indicating that more Ca2+ flowed into the cell 

Figure 13. IAdcpo, is the most important outward current for determin- 
ing the rate of repoltization for isolated action potentials in R20 cells. 
Action potentials were evoked by injecting brief depolarizing current 
pulses into the same R20 cell in: a, normal ASW, b, after blocking ZK.” 
and ZK.,, with 70 mu TEA; c, after blocking ZAdcpo, with 1 mu 4-AP; d, 
after blocking I,, with 2 mu CdCl,. The various blocking drugs were 
added sequentially to the bath The resting potential was -50 mV. 
These data are representative of results from seven experiments. 

during the broadened spikes late in the train than during the early 
spikes in the train (Fig. 1OC). The increased duration of I,, was 
shown in current-clamp experiments to be essential for main- 
taining the shoulder of the broadened spike (Fig. 13). 

Because Ca2+ currents through dihydropyridine-sensitive 
L-type channels in other preparations had been shown to facil- 
itate with repeated depolarizations (Tiaho et al., 1994), we tested 
whether facilitation of L-type Ca2+ channels contributes to fre- 
quency-dependent spike broadening in the R20 cells (Fig. 11). 
The L-type Ca2+ currents that flow during a spike train were 
obtained by measuring difference currents resulting from appli- 
cation of 10 FM nifedipine (Edmonds et al., 1990). Outward 
currents were preblocked to avoid possible nonspecific effects 
of nifedipine (Nerbonne and Gurney, 1987). The time courses 
of L-type I,, also varied among different preparations, like total 
I,,. In some cases they had two peaks (Fig. ll), but in others 
they had only one. Regardless of their precise waveforms, the 
peaks of L-type I,, gradually inactivated and the time integrals 
of L-type I,, increased by an average of 103% (-C 27%, N = 3) 
during a spike train. This increase in Ca*+ influx through L-type 
Ca2+ channels appears not to result from a facilitation of L-type 
I,, amplitude, but rather from the prolongation of its time course. 

Preventing spike broadening selectively blocks the activity- 
dependent changes in various ionic currents 

The results described above suggest a basic dichotomy in the 
contributions of different types of ionic currents to spike broad- 
ening. The parallel between the monotonic increase in inacti- 
vation of ZAd.PO, and the increase in spike broadening throughout 
a train (Fig. 7) suggests that the cumulative inactivation of ZAdeP, 
may be the primary cause of broadening. In contrast, the am- 
plitudes of the other currents vary either very little from spike- 
to-spike, or vary in ways that cannot explain the main trend in 
spike widths. We hypothesize that the major changes in currents 
other than ZAdepo result secondarily from the gradually increasing 
spike width caused by inactivation of I,,,+. To test this hypoth- 
esis, we determined the activity-dependent changes of various 
currents during trains of nonbroadened spikes generated in volt- 
age clamp mode (Fig. 12). ZK.v, which increased early in a train 
of broadening spikes and decreased later in the train (Figs. 8, 
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12A,C), exhibited only gradual inactivation during a train of 
nonbroadened spikes (Fig. 12%D). Z,.,, which facilitated 
throughout most of the train of broadening spikes (Fig. 9) did 
not change significantly during a train of nonbroadened spikes 
(Fig. 120). Among the three major K+ currents in R20 cells, 
only ZAdepo, changed during a train of nonbroadened spikes similar 
to the way in which it changed when broadening was allowed 
to occur. However, the final level of cumulative inactivation of 
Z AdepO, during the train of nonbroadened spikes was not as com- 
plete as that during a train of broadening spikes, indicating that 
the broadened spikes enhance the degree of cumulative inacti- 
vation of this current (cf. Figs. 7, 120). I,,, which is virtually 
completely terminated by the end of the first spike in the train, 
was unaffected by the lack of broadening (cf. Figs. 6, 120). I,,, 
which normally decreased in amplitude late in the train, showed 
little or no change in amplitude when broadening was prevented 
(cf. Figs. 10, 120). The time integrals of the individual Ca2+ 
currents also did not change (data not shown), since the con- 
stancy of the spike durations prevented the Ca2+ channel open 
times from increasing. These results support the hypothesis that 
the cumulative inactivation of In+,, is the driving force for spike 
broadening, and that the major changes of the other currents 
during a train are caused by the resultant increases in spike 
width. 

Current-clamp data support conclusions from voltage-clamp 
experiments 

Based on the voltage-clamp data described above, from exper- 
iments in which spike waveforms were used for the clamp com- 
mand, we propose the following hypothesis for the mechanism 
of spike broadening in the R20 cells. ZAdepol is the largest outward 
current in the nonbroadened spikes, and its cumulative inacti- 
vation is the key factor leading to spike broadening (Fig. 7). The 
increasing spike widths in turn lead to pronounced changes in 
ZK.” and ZK.ca. Because they are activated relatively slowly, Z,., 
and ZK.ca play minor roles in determining spike width for normal 
duration spikes. But as the train progresses, their amplitudes and 
durations begin to increase, secondary to changes in spike du- 
ration caused by the decrease in IAd+. The biphasic changes in 
ZKev affect the kinetics of spike broadening by resisting broad- 
ening in the beginning and contributing to it later in the spike 
train (Fig. 8). The gradual increase in ZK.ca works against spike 
broadening throughout the train, and limits the ultimate extent 
of broadening (Fig. 9). The prolonged I,, waveforms during later 
spikes in the train maintain the shoulders of the broadened action 
potentials, but the gradual cumulative inactivation of I,-, may 
contribute to limiting the maximum extent of broadening. 

We tested these proposed roles of ZAdepO,, ZK+ ZK.ca, and I,, by 
doing two experiments under current clamp. In the first experi- 
ment, we blocked each of these currents in this order: ZK., and 
Z K-CM L.+,, and L. A single action potential was recorded in 
normal ASW, after which 70 mu TEA, 1 mu 4-AP, and 2 mu 
CdCl, were added-sequentially to the bath. The action potential 
recorded under each of the four conditions is shown in Figure 
13. ,Trace (a) is the control spike recorded with the ganglion 
bathed in ASW. Application of 70 mu TEA, which blocks both 
ZK-ca and Zk.“, had virtually no effect on spike shape (b). Blocking 
Z Adepo, with 1 mM 4-AP caused the spike to widen severalfold 
(c). After Ca*+ currents were blocked by CdCl,, the membrane 
potential repolarized passively after reaching its peak (d). These 
results confirm the hypothesis that ZAdepo, is the most important 
of the various outward currents for controlling R20 spike dura- 

tion when the resting cell is stimulated, and that Z,, is essential 
for maximal prolongation of the broadened spike. 

In the second test of the hypothesized roles of the different 
currents under current clamp, ZK.ca and ZK.” were blocked se- 
quentially. ZK.ca was blocked first, by iontophoresing either 
EGTA or BAPTA into the cell (Fig. 14A2). The first spike in a 
5 Hz, 10 set train was unaffected by blocking ZK-ca (cf. Fig. 
14AZ,A2), but the two curves plotting spike width versus spike 
number, measured either in control conditions or with ZK.ca 
blocked, diverge increasingly as spike number is increased (Fig. 
14BZ). With ZK.ca blocked the maximum increase in spike width 
resulted in a 6.6-fold broadening (Fig. 14A2), compared to 4.0- 
fold broadening in the control (Fig. 14AZ). The slopes of the 
two corresponding normalized curves diverge only late in the 
train (Fig. 14B2), where ZK-ca increases especially steeply as a 
function of spike number when the cell is under voltage-clamp 
control (Fig. 9). Note that both curves, as well as the two cor- 
responding un-normalized curves (Fig. 14Z?Z), have a region of 
concavity in the middle of each train, in the range where ZK., 
was found to increase in the voltage-clamp experiments (Fig. 8). 
Subsequent addition of 50 mu TEA to the bath, to block ZK.“, 
accelerated the rate of broadening in this region, causing the 
final set of curves to be convex (I,.,, and ZK.” blocked, Fig. 
14BZ,B2). However, blocking ZKmv had a relatively small incre- 
mental effect on the final extent of broadening measured at the 
end of the spike train (7.0-fold broadening in Fig. 14A.3; cf. 6.6- 
fold broadening in Fig. 14A2). This observation is consistent 
with the fact that IX.” is largely inactivated at the end of a spike 
train in voltage-clamp mode (Fig. 8C). These results provide 
further support for the hypothesis that Zk.” affects mainly the 
temporal pattern of broadening, whereas ZK.ca affects both the 
rate and maximum extent of broadening. Computer simulation 
of the electrical properties of the R20 cells will be required to 
test these conclusions quantitatively. 

Expression of I,+,, does not necessarily result in spike 
broadening 

Although the expression of ZAdepo, channels in a cell can play a 
critical role in causing spike broadening, one cannot generalize 
this result to say that any given neuron with a significant com- 

ponent of Ldepol will undergo significant frequency-dependent 
spike broadening. Rather, it is the entire complement of channel 
types expressed in the cell that determines whether such broad- 
ening occurs. For example, cell R 15 and the RB cells of Aplysia, 
both of which generate significant levels of ZAdepO, (Furukawa et 
al., 1992 and our unpublished observations), exhibit only minor 
frequency-dependent spike broadening (Fig. 15). Meech (1974) 
had found that following EGTA injection into R15 to block 
Z K-Ca, the train of spikes elicited by a steady depolarizing current 
gradually transforms into a several-second long plateau poten- 
tial. We tested the role of ZK-ca in spike repolarization in both 
R15 and the RB cells by recording 4 Hz action potential trains 
before and after iontophoresing EGTA into their somata. Before 
introducing EGTA, maximum spike broadening was 1.5-fold in 
R15 and 1.3-fold in an RB cell during a 4 Hz, 5 set spike train 
(Fig. 15AZ,BZ). After blocking ZK.ca in R15, the first spike broad- 
ened 2.2-fold (kO.2, N = 4) and subsequent spikes in the train 
broadened more than fivefold (N = 4) (Fig. 15A2). Thus, ZK-ca 
plays a major role in repolarization in R15, even during a single 
action potential, ZK.ca is even more important for spike repolar- 
ization in single spikes in the RB cells. Blocking ZK.ca in the RB 
cell caused the first spike in the train to broaden by 3.0-fold 
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Figure 14. Blocking IK.ca increases 
both the rate and extent of spike broad- 
ening, while blocking Zk.v increases pri- 
marily the rate of broadening in R20 
cells. A, Action potential trains (5 Hz, 
10 set) were evoked by injecting brief 
depolarizing current pulses into the 
soma of an R20 cell: Al, in normal 
ASW, A2, after blocking IK.ca by ion- 
tophoresing EGTA intracellularly (- 30 
nA, 10 min); A3, after blocking Zk.v 
with 50 ~-IM TEA. The resting potential 
was -50 mV (iV = 3). BI, Durations 
of spikes under the three conditions in 
A are plotted against spike number. B2, 
Durations of spikes, normalized to their 
maximum value during each train, are 
plotted against spike number. 

(kO.2, N = 3) (Fig. 15B2). The last spike in a train broadened 
by 2.2-fold (% 0.2, N = 3), compared to the first spike after 
injection of EGTA (Fig. 15B). The kinetics of broadening in 
R15 and RB cells in which ZK-ca had been blocked is presumably 
determined primarily by the rate of cumulative inactivation of 
Z Adepo, and of delayed rectifier currents (Hermann and Gorman, 
198 la,b). These results demonstrate that the expression of IA+,, 
in a neuron does not in itself allow one to predict the extent of 
frequency-dependent spike broadening. 

Discussion 
Functional signijcance of spike broadening in the R20 cells 
We found that the electrotonic EPSPs from one R20 cell to an- 
other facilitated twofold in amplitude and fourfold in area during 
a train of gradually broadening action potentials (Fig. 4). Such 
activity-dependent facilitation of electrical transmission is gen- 
erally thought to result from the low-pass filtering properties of 
the electrotonic junction in series with the postsynaptic mem- 
brane (Bennett, 1966), together with frequency-dependent spike 
broadening in the presynaptic cell (Berry, 1972; Carew and Kan- 
del, 1977). Our results support this hypothesis by directly dem- 
onsirating the importance of increased spike duration in gener- 
ating activity-dependent facilitation at electrical synapses. 

Frequency-dependent spike broadening was also found to en- 
hance chemical synaptic transmission by the R20 cells. There 
are two likely mechanisms by which spike broadening during a 
train could increase the effectiveness of synaptic transmission. 
First, it may increase terminal invasion. There may be a region 
of low safety margin for conduction, at or near the terminal 

arborization of the R20 axon in the abdominal ganglion, as de- 
scribed in Helix (Pin et al., 1994). If this is the case for R20, 
frequency-dependent spike broadening may increase the proba- 
bility of spike invasion into the terminals, similar to the way in 
which low temperature-induced spike broadening enhances con- 
duction in squid axons at branch points where impedance mis- 
matches exist (Westerfield et al., 1978). The mechanism by 
which such spike broadening might enhance terminal invasion 
has been demonstrated in a computational model (Laascher and 
Shiner, 1990). Activity dependent enhancement of terminal in- 
vasion has also been described empirically in a variety of prep- 
arations (Bennett, 1972), including neuron C2 of A. californica 
and the neuroendocrine bag cells of A. brasiliana (Dudek and 
Blankenship, 1976; Weiss et al., 1986). The latter example is 
particularly relevant, because the homologous cells in A. cali- 
fornica undergo pronounced frequency-dependent spike broad- 
ening (Quattrocki et al., 1994). 

A second way in which spike broadening might enhance re- 
lease is to cause an increase in intraterminal levels of [Ca2+li by 
increasing Ca2+ channel open time. We did not measure [Ca*+li, 
but did measure I,, across the soma membrane. Although the 
peaks of I,, decreased slightly during a train, the time integrals 
of Z,, increased, as the broadened spikes allowed Ca*+ channels 
to stay open longer. Our data may underestimate the effects of 
spike broadening on Z,, involved in release, for three reasons. 
First, we did not have space-clamp control of the presynaptic 
terminals, which are some unknown electrotonic distance away 
from the cell bodies. Therefore, we did not measure the full I,, 
in the terminals of the R20 cell. Second, the fraction of measured 
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Figure 15. The presence of I,,,, in a cell does not in itself endow 
the cell with pronounced frequency-dependent broadening characteris- 
tics. Although both R15 and the RR cells generate significant ZAdpP,, 
neither one exhibits major frequency-dependent broadening, in part be- 
cause of the important role played by ZK-Ca in spike repolarization in 
these cells. A, Action potential trains were evoked by injecting brief 
depolarizing current pulses into the soma of an R15 cell: Al, in normal 
ASW, A2, after blocking ZK.Ca by iontophoresing EGTA intracellularly 
(-50 nA, 20 min). (N = 4). B, Action potential trains were evoked by 
injecting brief deRolarizing current pulses into the soma of an RR cell 
in: Bl. normal ASW: B2. after blocking I,,. bv iniectina EGTA intra- 

I  . .~_” .  

cellularly (-30 nA, 20 min) (N = 3); 4 Hz, 5 set t&ins of spikes were 
used for both cells. (It was typically not possible to fire R15 and RR 
cells at frequencies higher than 4 Hz because of pronounced accom- 
modation). 

current that flows across the soma and proximal axon membrane 
will have no direct effect on release. Third, not all types of I,-,, 
even at the terminals, are necessarily involved in transmitter re- 
lease (e.g., Eliot et al., 1993). 

One factor supporting the hypothesis that the progressive in- 
crease in the time integrals of I,, throughout the train may be 
responsible for the facilitation of transmitter release is the fact 
that the R20 cells appear to be peptidergic (Alevizos et al., 
1989). Neuropeptide release is thought to be controlled not so 
much by local submembranous domains of [Caz+], as by the 
overall level of [Caz+], in the terminal boutons, which may ef- 
fectively integrate the total Caz+ influx over a relatively long 
time period. As a result, release by peptidergic neurons can fa- 
cilitate, even in situations where peaks in [Caz+], are decreasing, 
so long as the time-averaged [Ca*+], in the bulk cytoplasm is 
increasing (Verhage, et al., 1991; Peng and Zucker, 1993). Such 
may be the case for the R20 cells, assuming that the processes 
we observe in the soma are mirrored by events in the terminals. 
Further experiments will be required to determine the extent to 
which the effect of broadening on transmitter release is caused 
either by increased terminal invasion or by increased [Ca*+], 
resulting from longer spike durations in the terminal. 

What is the physiological role of spike broadening of R20 
cells? Do they ever fire in the frequency range of 4-5 Hz re- 
quired to produce maximum frequency-dependent spike broad- 
ening? This question is currently under investigation, by chron- 
ically recording from the R20 cells’ axons in vivo. 

Mechanisms of spike broadening in the R20 cells 

The membrane of an R20 cell contains a complex system of 
voltage-gated ion channels, several of which contribute to de- 
termining the frequency dependence of the waveform of the ac- 
tion potential. Three K+ currents (m,+,,, Zk.v and I&, a multi- 
component I,,, and ZNa are generated by each R20 cell. The ki- 
netics of ZK-ca activation suggest that it is made up of at least 
two separate components. Most of these different currents have 
also been found in other Aplysia neurons that do not exhibit 
pronounced frequency dependent broadening, consistent with 
the hypothesis that it is the unique mixture of current types in 
a given cell that determines the extent to which it expresses such 
broadening (Crest et al., 1990). 

ZAdep,,, plays an essential role in determining the extreme spike 
broadening observed in the R20 cells, for three reasons. First, it 
is the largest outward current that flows during an isolated spike 
in the R20 cells. Second, it is activated and inactivated at a 
relatively depolarized range of voltage (Furukawa et al., 1992), 
which means it is not inactivated at resting membrane potential, 
unlike the traditional A currents in Aplysia (ZAfast and ZAslow). 
Third, it has two relatively slow time constants of recovery from 
inactivation (22 set and 0.5 set; Furukawa et al., 1992) that may 
account for the pronounced cumulative inactivation observed at 
high spike frequencies (Fig. 7). 

As the action potential broadens, due to the gradual inacti- 
vation of Z A,,epo,, I,, is prolonged, as the Ca*+ channels stay open 
longer. The resultant increase in Ca2+ influx is critical for main- 
taining the shoulder of the broadened action potential. But the 
gradual decrease in peak I,, from spike to spike, due to inacti- 
vation, plays a role in limiting the ultimate extent of broadening 
in a train. 

The other two outward currents, ZK-” and ZKeCa, are effectively 
latent currents. For the first spike in the train, their amplitudes 
are so small that blocking them completely has no effect on 
spike width (Fig. 13, 14). But as the train continues, and as 
broadening progresses, they both emerge to temper the broad- 
ening caused by the decrease in ZAdepo, amplitude and the increase 
in I,, duration. 

ZK-” first increases, and then decreases during a spike train 
(Fig. 8). We hypothesize that this bimodal response can be ex- 
plained by two competing processes-slow activation and cu- 
mulative inactivation. The first spike in the train is too brief to 
activate ZK.v significantly. As the spikes become longer, the ZK.v 
channels have a greater chance of opening before repolarization 
occurs. On the other hand, as the train continues, and as each 
spike in the train becomes longer, the fraction of channels en- 
tering the inactivated state increases. The current eventually ap- 
proaches its initial value by the end of the train. Thus, changes 
in Ix.” act as a brake on spike broadening early in the train and 
accelerate broadening late in the train. 

ZK-ca increases during most of the train. This increase in out- 
ward current limits the maximum value of spike broadening, and 
may even cause a slight spike narrowing at the end of some high 
frequency trains (Figs. 1, 9, 14). The build-up of ZK-ca is presum- 
ably determined by three factors: (1) the slow activation of ZK.ca 
relative to spike duration, coupled with (2) the gradual increase 
in spike width during the train, plus (3) a gradual increase in 
baseline [Caz+], during the spike train due to overloading of the 
cytoplasmic Ca*+ buffering system (Gorman and Thomas, 1980; 
Connor et al., 1986; Crest and Gola, 1993; Thompson, 1994). 
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Comparison of mechanisms that underlie frequency-dependent 
spike broadening in various preparations 

The mechanisms of frequency-dependent spike broadening have 
been investigated in both vertebrates and invertebrates. For each 
of the preparations used, depression of one or more types of Zk 
appears to be largely responsible for frequency-dependent spike 
broadening. Jackson et al. (1991) showed that cumulative inac- 
tivation of Zk is likely to be the major cause of frequency-de- 
pendent spike broadening in the pituitary nerve terminals in rats. 
Two candidate components of the inactivating current were then 
identified at the single channel level (Bielefeldt et al., 1992), 
including one that is Caz+ sensitive. In isolated neuronal somata 
of Dorids, successive action potentials in a train grow in dura- 
tion primarily as a result of the cumulative, state-dependent in- 
activation of a delayed rectifier current resembling ZK.v in the 
R20 cells (Aldrich et al., 1979). Current-clamp data suggest that 
a similar process may cause the frequency-dependent spike 
broadening observed in Pleuobranchaea (Gillette et al., 1982). 
In the P cells of Helix, both ZK., and I,.,,-type channels are 
thought to inactivate during a spike train (Crest et al., 1990). As 
in the R20 cells, sustained Ca*+ influx has been found to be 
important for mediating frequency-dependent spike broadening 
in several other types of molluscan neurons (Aldrich et al., 1979; 
Edstrom and Lukowiak, 1985; Crest and Gola, 1993). 

Frequency-dependent spike broadening in Aplysia has been 
studied most extensively in three types of neurons-the R20 
cells, the sensory cells in the pleural ganglia (Edstrom and Lu- 
kowiak, 1985), and the neuroendocrine bag cells. The unusually 
large degree of broadening found in the R20 cells appears to 
result primarily from the fact that ZAdepO,, which exhibits pro- 
nounced cumulative inactivation, is the major current responsi- 
ble for spike repolarization in these cells. In the pleural sensory 
neurons, a different high threshold, rapidly activating KC cur- 
rent, ZK.v, is the current most important for spike repolarization 
(Baxter and Byrne, 1990). Given that it also recovers slowly 
from inactivation (Baxter and Byrne, 1989), Zk,v seems a likely 
candidate to mediate frequency-dependent spike broadening in 
the sensory cells. Frequency-dependent spike broadening in the 
bag cells is caused by the cumulative inactivation of a third type 
of K+ current, IK2, a slowly inactivating delayed rectifier current 
carried by the shab K+ channels (Quattrocki et al., 1994). Thus, 
the emerging picture suggests that cumulative inactivation of 
voltage-gated K+ channels is a common cause of spike broad- 
ening in a variety of preparations, and there exists a diverse set 
of K+ channel types that can fill this role. In addition, the results 
from this study demonstrate that other outward currents can in- 
crease at various stages of a train of broadening spikes, thereby 
influencing the temporal pattern and ultimate extent of increas- 
ing spike width. 
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